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“The OSV is used a centrepiece for the content and as a 

spectacular way in to the Centre,” says Martin. “It has various 

functions, from playing the main introduction scenario to the Telkom 

Business operations, to presentations, interactive product summaries 

to displaying new product information.” 

From the OSV, customers are directed through icons and graphic 

projected onto the floor, which lead them to the appropriate 55” 

Avitel infrared touch screen for the content they have chosen. The 

floor graphics and icons are projected using six ceiling mounted 

Barco laser phosphor projectors, rigged to project vertically 

downward. The projectors are 6 000 lumens with some 60 000 hours 

of lamp life, and are also controlled by the d3 system. The floor 

projections are a clever digital signage touch to entertain customers 

and lead them into the Centre, but also display corporate branding 

from Telkom and its business partners on an extensive floor surface – a 

unique and fun way to interact with such content. The d3 can also 

programme the projection content to map, warp or blend with any 

object or display in the space. 

The directional icons projected on the floor lead customers to the 

row of touch screens on the opposite wall, where a localised ceiling 

mount speaker system for isolated sound playback per screen emits 

a cone of directed sound inaudible to the person standing adjacent. 

This Dolby 5.2 quality soundtrack to the onscreen content is played 

through the Soundtube Secret Sound speakers (supplied by local 

outfit TID) with high-end Denon amplification. 

The 4 x 55” open frame LED touch monitors, with a mini PC control 
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Over a year in the making, the CEC installation project was led 

by equipment suppliers and installers Questek, under the 

guidance of senior sales executive Darren Cox, who worked 

closely with Telkom’s AV specialist Raymond Martin, to bring the 

project to fruition. “After the business case was accepted,” says 

Martin, “we were excited to display Telkom’s business networking 

and information technology capabilities by using the best 

professional AV tools available in the global market.”

The main idea in the design of the CEC was to lead customers 

from one technology display to another as a means of 

demonstrating Telkom’s involvement in the entire 

telecommunications data chain for business. Each element of 

the business data chain can therefore be emphasised in the 

CEC as needed and relevant, right down to hosting consumer 

and special events in-house. 

Meet the OSV

Perhaps the most remarkable technology element of the Centre 

greets the guest on first entering – the gigantic 7m X 2m Barco 

Overview Seamless Videowall (OSV), which is the first and only screen 

installation of its kind in the world. This incredible piece of screen 

technology has zero bezel, and operates at a 6300 X 1920 resolution. 

The huge screen has a total of 49 channels of touch interface, through 

which content can be zoomed out and in, manipulated and 

repositioned as needed. It forms a major element of the CEC’s 

content for customers, and so has to run optimally. The d3 processor 

system ensures this, but the OSV requires custom coding since normal 

HD content pixelates due to its crystalline resolution. The OSV couples 

its high performance with low power consumption and optimised 

energy use. 

Telkom’s new headquarters in Centurion features a state of the art Customer Experience Centre (CEC), 
designed to facilitate and improve the telecommunications giant’s interactions with its business 
customers and consumers. Under the banner Project Reconnect, at the heart of the CEC is a 
sophisticated AV environment which serves a multitude of business purposes.

The Telkom reconnect experience

The impressive Telkom CEC entrance
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unit, each play a role in the corporate introduction scenario. They can 

also display all whitepapers on all Telkom products, as well as being 

able to transfer documentation to clients via e-mail or the mobile 

download service.

Overall, the content in the corporate experience section of the 

CEC is controlled by an Extron system, and is designed to fall into one 

of five different scenarios: a set of welcome messages; an 

introduction using the projectors and various screens; a presentation 

mode; an interactive scenario involving the touch screens; and finally 

a free roam mode which incorporates point solution demonstrations. 

The consumer experience

Walking anti-clockwise through the Centre brings one to the 

consumer-oriented suite of Telkom solutions, once more displayed on 

cutting edge AV equipment in a unique customised showroom 

environment. 

On the back wall of this space in the CEC, three 55” Mondopads 

perform several functions. They play a role in the customer 

introduction scenario, provide a play area where differences 

between Telkom connectivity products can be tested, offer streaming 

TV and video, a full video conferencing function, an Internet of Things 

capability and mobile device integration. Martin himself is responsible 

for the custom coding on these screen displays, which can switch 

between many kinds of fibre network-to-home solutions, can check 

network coverage in a given area and boasts LTE advanced network 

capabilities – all demonstrating Telkom’s range of consumer 

connectivity solutions. 

Beside these wall-mounted screens stands a touch screen table 

mount, with two 55” Avitel screens inset. This smart table set-up is 

connected to Telkom LTE advanced network, providing the options 

for customers to test, navigate and browse the internet at high 

speeds. The touch screens also display whitepapers on all Telkom 

consumer products, can transfer documentation to clients via e-mail 

or mobile download service, and displays promotions by Telkom. 

Alongside the Smart Table is another unique feature of the CEC, an 

interactive screen display set into the floor! This consists of six thin bezel 

LED screens beneath 40mm of reinforced glass which has been 

tested for its lack of distortion. The presence of someone’s feet on the 

floor is detected by an Airscan system – a military-grade scanner – , 

and used to react with light, and with various interactive brand 

messages and displays. 

Next along in this section of the CEC is a wall mounted display on 

another 55” Avitel screen, which pulls information from all over the 

Telkom network to build customised network views. IP cameras are 

installed remotely over the physical area of the Telkom headquarters, 

in order to feed information to this customized ‘command centre’ 

from various mission critical sources around the Telkom campus. The 

user of the touch screen has control over the various cameras around 

the Telkom campus. This screen view plays a role in the introduction 

scenario in the CEC, and can display live streams from the NEXUS 

datacenter (Telkom’s name for its campus core building), as well as 

other mission critical distributed sources. It can also be set up to 

receive video feed from corporate drones conducting demonstration 

surveillance flights over the campus. 

Alongside this mission control screen is a transparent LCD display 

from LG, a 42” screen with its own control box providing backlight – 

this is designed as a point of sale digital signage screen, with a range 

of point of sale material on display, for example, comparing prices on 

demonstrated models of phones, etc. 

The final feature of the CEC is the impressively fitted out 

boardroom.  This 22-seater boardroom table features at its head an 

84” 4K touch screen, run by a mini-PC, and with WEBEX video-

conferencing and telepresence capability, the latter enabled by an 

SX80 telepresence unit from Cisco Systems. Other systems in the 

magisterial boardroom include fully fitted sound systems from Extron, 

mini-gooseneck microphones from beyerdynamik, through which all 

video communications and audio-conferencing can be routed, as 

well as a fully fitted ClickShare presentation solution from Barco. The 

whole boardroom system is controlled via an Extron system with an 

iPad interface. 

“We’re proud of how theCEC has turned out after all our hard 

work,” concludes Martin. “We couldn’t have done it and ensure that 

it continues running optimally without our supporting cast of 

engineers and technicians, including all our equipment suppliers. 

Prominent among them are Darren and Stuart Black from Questek, 

who acted as project manager on the installation. We are looking 

forward to seeing tTelkom use the Centre to grow their business, with 

AV at its heart.” 
Telkom's Raymond Martin at the OSV
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